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Suggested answers 

OPCIÓN A 

1.Summary 
Scooters are very popular among young and professional people. They are very 
practical because they don’t need any parking space or petrol and are portable.  
However, they can be dangerous when driven in the roadway, without helmet and not 
following traffic rules. They have a long tradition and have been on and off trend. 
 
2.  Reading Comprehension 
a. T 
Scooters are handy for restaurant deliveries 
b. F 
(In crowded Japan)….people wanting to buy scooters may have to wait months 
c. F 
..few of their riders wear helmets. 
d. T 
unlike cars, they are relatively cheap 
 
3. Find words… 
a. rage       c. commuter 
b. aisles           d. trendy 
 
4. Pronunciation 
a. bumped               c. are 
b. cook                  d. this 
 
5. Complete… 
a. People say that PH scoots the long halls of the royal palaces 
b. Scooters are portable, but bikes are not. 
c. I wish I had had the money to buy the scooter 
 
 

OPCIÓN B 
 
1.Summary 
As a new-year’s resolution it is not so difficult to improve our health if we consider 
both our body and our mind: by being more self-conscious, thinking of realistic 
physical exercise and a diet based on a variety of vegetables and fruits, good for our 
mental fitness. Two other important factors are happiness and sleep. 
 
2.  Reading Comprehension 
a. F 
.. by building self-awareness, to recognize and understand your moods, emotions and 
drives, so that you can begin to act more consciously to make better choices for 
yourself. 
b. F 
…but it is not only quantity we should be striving for, but also diversity 
c. F 
…allergies, obesity, inflammatory bowel disease, Parkinson’s, and even depression 
have all been linked to the bacteria in our gut. 
… About overweight people he wrote: “Let’s slap fat people when you see them…” 
d. F 
…since even being mildly deprived of it (sleep) can affect a range of cognitive functions, 
including decision making. 
 



3. Find words… 
a. drives                   c. key 
b. quit                      d. avoiding  
 
4. Pronunciation 
a. acted                     c. silk 
b. tough                    d. then 
 
5. Complete.. 
a. Why is it that they are building that house? OR Why is that house being built? 
b. I wish I had seen her when she was in town 
c. Despite being a talented player, she hasn’t won any games yet. OR 
   Despite the fact that she is a talented player, she hasn’t won any games yet 
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Listening Test: 

Questions: 

1. FALSE 
2. Satisfying relationships with younger people. 
3. TRUE 
4. They travel to more distant destinations and read more. 
5. They’d rather do individual sports 
6. Neurotic-  sociable - honest 
7. dietary 
8. spirits 
9. more non-smokers 
10. plastic surgery 

 


